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Tuition Rises 
$150; Budget 
Is $9.3 Million 
Trinity is increasing tuition by $150 
for next year, bringing tuition costs to 
$2,850. 
The tuition increase was announced by 
President Lockwood who also reported 
the College's budget for next year will be 
$9.3 million, up from $8.5 million for 
this current year. Main features of the 
budget are that a larger percentage of the 
total budget are given to instruction, and 
to scholarships. 
The 1973-74 budget is balanced, Dr. 
~ockwood said, because of additions to 
endowment and "more aggressive 
management of our portfolio," which has 
helped increase endowment income. "If, 
as we hope, the Annual Fund continues 
to increase, our revenue projections will 
have been reasonable." 
The tuition increase is $50 less than 
anticipated. Tuition costs at Trinity have 
steattily'in ectnt-years~d-­
since 1969 the College catalog has been 
warning that annual increases of $200 
may be expected "as long as educational 
costs continue to rise." 
"Room rents will remain the same 
even though many of the institutions in 
this region have elected to raise theirs," 
Dr. Lockwood said. 
Total costs for a student at Trinity 
next year are expected to be about 
$4,400, including tuition, general fee 
($125), student activities fee ($60), 
campus parking fee ($20), room rent 
($700), general deposit ($50), and board, 
currently at $600 for a 7-day-a-week meal 
plan. 
ALL-COLLEGE BARBEQUE-President and Mrs. Lockwood and several Trinity students flank a 16-foot-long cake which was served at 
an all-college barbecue May 12, part of the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the founding of the College. Inclement weather forced 
the affair into the Field House, but didn't stop the students from going outside to toss the plastic "flying saucers" which were given to 
everyone. The dark blue saucers were decorated with the anniversary seal of the College. More than 1 ,200 people - students, faculty, 
administrators and staff- attended the event. The meal was followed by a Pipes concert, and folk-rock music. 
Commenting on the budget and the 
tuition increase, Dr. Lockwood said it 
was Trinity's aim "to improve our 
services and at the same time slow down 
the rise in costs. 
(Continued on Page 3) 
14 IDP Students Become Part of Trinity Family 
Four teen people officially became 
students at Trinity on Saturday, April 7, 
in a quiet ceremony designed to show 
that they were no different from the 
College's· l ,600 other undergraduates. 
But the youngest of this group was 21, 
the oldest 61 ; among them were a chrome 
plater, a bank official, a 
housewife/secretary, a substitute teacher 
and a pre-school classroom teacher, a 
plant engineer and a journalist. They 
came from Hartford and the suburbs, 
from as far away as Cromwell, Orange, 
and Woodbridge, Conn. 
They were the first students in 
Trinity's IPP (Individual Degree 
Program), which the College designed as a 
way to make the regular bachelor's degree 
available to people who have job or 
family obligations and simply can't 
attend college fulltime. 
For these 14, and for two Freshmen 
also enrolled in this program, there will 
be no semesters to measure, no 
course-credits to count, and for the most 
part, no ciass schedules to heed. 
Instead, they will earn their degrees by 
completing blocks of work called Study 
Units, and through educational projects. 
They will work closely with faculty, and 
be able to earn their degree in three to 
ten years. 
"This is not just a gimmick, but a real 
breakthrough in college education," said 
Dr. Louis Rabineau, vice chancellor of 
the State Commission for Higher 
Education, who has been observing the 
development of the IDP, and who spoke 
to the new students after the 
matriculation ceremony. 
Dr. Rabineau said "If I understand 
correctly, what is being offered is one of 
the finest examples I know anywhere of 
attention to quality of education, respect 
for the uniqueness of the College 
(Trinity), coupled with concern for 
special interests of the larger student 
population which is represented here in 
this first group. 
"I'm sorry to say that in too many 
instances in other quarters attempts have 
been made to hop on a popular 
bandwagon without regard to merit, 
(Continued on Page 2) 
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First IDP Students 
Join Trinity Family 
(Continued from Page 1) 
quality or the tradition of the 
institution." 
He said those who designed the IDP 
had "planned carefully, with major 
attention to the fine standards of Trinity 
College." 
Dr. Rabineau says the planning and 
development of the IDP, as well as the 
preparation of the Study Units, offered 
an opportunity for faculty to reassess the 
way they approach their regular 
classroom teaching. "In trying to put the 
IDP in line with the regular program," he 
said, "faculty are challenged to re-think 
their objectives and focus on some of the 
problems of teaching today." 
At the matriculation ceremony 
Saturday afternoon, which took place in 
Alumni Lounge in the Student Center, 
the 14 students were welcomed by 
President Lockwood, who said he viewed 
the IDP as a way for the College "to serve 
a new group in the community;" and a 
way for Trinity "to gain experience in 
continuing education, which is becoming 
increasingly important these days." 
Also, Dr. Lockwood said, "the IDP is a 
mark of the kind of flexibility which is 
being demanded of educators today, ~nd 
an experiment in which your· advic·e. will 
be important." 
The students took the same oath given 
to entering Freshmen and transfer 
students, to signify, according to Dean 
Nye, that they have equal status with all 
other Trinity students. They they heard 
brief talks concerning the Library, the 
Trinity community, and the College's 
relations with the community at large. 
Miss Joy Anquillare of Woodbridge, 
who works as promotion manager for a 
bank in New Haven, says that IDP 
"appears to be an ideal answer for adults 
such as myself with a career well 
underway, where interruption for an 
extended period of time would be 
disastrous, yet a lack of advanced 
education would be equally as 
detrimental." Miss Anquillare, like some 
others starting the IDP, has some college 
experience. 
John Ector of Bloomfield, who works 
as a chrome plater, says he hopes "to be 
disciplined in the liberal arts, which 
means the ability to read and write and 
speak and think as well as I can." Mr. 
Ector studied for two years at Tuskegee 
Institute. 
John Wathne of West Hartford, who 
works for Trinity as a plant engineer, and 
who has no college experience, says the 
IDP will help him get a better education. 
He says that a college degree has been his 
"lifelong ambition." He graduated from 
high school ·during the Depression, and 
was unable to go to college at that time. 
Mrs. Helen L. Gilmartin of Meriden, a 
substitute teacher with four children, says 
the IDP "will enable me to obtain my 
SIGNING THE BOOK-Mrs. Jacqui Anderson of Hartford, and John Wathne of West 
Hartford, stand with Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, and Dr. Robert B. Oxnam, 
IDP coordinator, as Mrs. Anderson signs the Matriculation Book. She and Wathne, who 
works as a plant engineer for the College, were two of the 14 people who started as 
students in the Individualized Degree Program. 
degree without the inconvenience of 
commuting and the impossibility of 
residency." But, she adds, "the single 
greatest appeal and advantage that this 
kind of program offers is the one-to-one 
relationship between the student and her 
adviser." Mrs. Gilmartin has 3~ years of 
college background. 
And Miss Karen Vater of Manchester 
believes the IDP "is the type of program 
I've been searching for, that is, a form of 
higher education which enables the 
student to utilize his own initiative and 
perspectives." Miss Vater, who studied 
for two years at Wesleyan, hopes to go on 
to graduate work. 
Miss Anquillare adds: "This program is 
as timely as it is beneficial. With the 
expanded media and shrinking globe, we 
are exposed to such a spectrum of daily 
experiences that education, whether 
institutional or individual, becomes 
increasingly both more desirable and 
indispensable." 
Dr. Richard Morris, 
Historian Of Subl)l-arinv-·--
------- .... J <f"'....-
Makes Gift to Library 
April 11, 1973 was Submarine Day, 
the 73rd anniversary of the purchase of 
the HOLLAND (SS-1) by the United 
States Government which became the 
first submarine in the U.S. Navy . On that 
day, Dr. Richard K. Morris, chairman and 
professor of Education . at Ttinity, ~ 
donated to the library 57 books and teii. 
Mildred Dunnock, the noted American 
actress, appeared in "An Evening of 
Emily Dickinson" on May 8 in the 
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts 
Center. The program was in honor of the 
late James Lippincott Goodwin for whom 
the theatre is named. This was Miss 
Dunnock's second visit to the College this 
year. In February she conducted a series 
of master classes in acting technique. Miss 
Dunnock's tour with "An Evening" has 
been highly successful with enthusiastic 
critical reaction. She is famous for her 
brilliant portrayals of character parts on 
stage, screen and TV during a 
distinguished career. Her most memorable 
stage success was as Linda Loman in 
Arthur Miller's "Death of a Salesman." 
articles on the early history of the 
submarine. These include volumes that 
are considered collectors' items. 
Dr. Morris collected these books while 
writing his biography John P. Holland -
Inventor of the Modern Submarine for 
the U.S. Naval Institut-e, Annapolis, Md. 
(1.966L . 
Among the outstanding books in the 
collection are -
... a two-volume history of the 
submarine by Alan Burgoyne published in 
London in 1903 . 
... a rare, semi-fictional biography of 
Connecticut's David Bushnell, generally 
attributed to E. Tomlinson, a Yale 
librarian, though no author appears on 
the title page . 
. .. an autographed copy of Frank 
Cable's Birth and Development of the 
American Submarine, 1st ed. (I 924). 
Cable was general manager of the New 
London Ship & Engine Co., which 
merged with Holland Torpedo Boat Co. 
to become today's Electric Boat Division 
of General Dynamics Corp. 
... Simon Lake's Submarine in War and 
Peace, which Morris considers much 
better than his autobiography and of 
major value to the historian. 
These books, according to Dr. Morris, 
were relied on by writers on the early 
history of the submarine, thereby 
perpetuating the chronological errors and 
incorrect emphases which they contained. 
"Errors were often the result of the 
secrecy which has always shrouded the 
subject of submarines," he declared. 
Dr. Morris' private collection of 
letters, papers, newspaper clippings, and 
rare photographs taken between 
1890-1905 is in the U.S. Submarine 
Library in Groton. 




The Annual Giving Campaign has 
reached 85 per cent of the $475,000 goal 
according to Judson M. Rees, director of 
development, with $403,058 in gifts and 
pledges. However, Rees said, a large 
proportion of the alumni have not yet 
contributed to the drive. 
"Although the goal of $475,000 is 
within reach," Rees said, "we are still 
$72,000 short of the mark. The 76 per 
cent of our alumni who have not yet 
made their gifts can assure success by 
making their gifts before June 30." Goal 
for the Alumni Fund is $275,000, of 
which $229,128 has been raised. 
Rees also noted that the Parents Fund 
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Public-PrivateCompetition 
Called a Matter of Quality 
Private colleges and universities should 
concentrate on raising more scholarship 
money if they are to compete with public 
institutions, according to Dr. Ward S. 
Curran, professor of economics and 
director of institutional planning at 
Trinity. 
Speaking April 17 as the George M. 
Ferris Lecturer in Corporation Finance 
and Investments, Dr. Curran said it is 
essential for private institutions "to offer 
a viable alternative to public higher 
education." Dr. Curran spoke on "The 
economics and financing of private higher 
education." 
Commenting on "the rather 
pronounced decline in the relative 
importance of private institutions in 
higher education," Dr. Curran said the 
dilemma of these institutions occurs 
because "there is a greater subsidy to a 
student attending a public institution." 
In his lecture, Dr. Curran reviewed 
statistics which showed that as recently as 
19 51, private colleges and universities 
enrolled over half the nation's student 
population. During the 1950's and 
1960's, he said, public institutions grew 
at such a rate that by 1980, according to 
government projections, they will reduce 
the private institution's share of the 
students to 19 per cent. 
And while enrollment has been 
declining, tuition and operating costs 
have been increasing at a faster rate for 
private institutions than for public ones. 
To help private colleges out of their 
financial difficulties, Dr. Curran suggested 
that "tuition increases must be kept at a 
minimum" in order to continue to draw 
students on the basis of academic 
promise, rather than ability to pay. 
But at the same time, he warned, 
"attempts to hold down tuition increases 
by slowing down increases in per-student 
cost must not lead to an erosion "in the 
quality of education which the institution 
offers. 
Thus, to balance the cost of education 
against its quality, colleges will have to 
rely "somewhat more heavily upon 
additional endowment income and annual 
giving." 
Curran 
Private institutions must concentrate 
on "perceived differences in quality" 
between themselves and public 
institutions. This quality, he said, "takes 
on many forms, including curricular 
innovations, the reputation of the 
faculty, the comparatively closer personal 
contact between students and faculty in 
the small liberal arts college, better 
guidance towards the implementation of 
career objectives, by admission to 
graduate and professional schools of their 
choice, and so on." 
"But the effort to create differences in 
services in order to attract students in 
turn leads to a comparatively higher cost 
of educating the student." Thus, he said, 
"high on the list of objectives of any 
private institution are increases in 
financial aid which are not funded out of 
increases in tuition, and development 
officers of most institutions should put 
endowment for scholarships and annual 
contributions for scholarships near the 
top of their list in future fund-raising 
efforts. 
"If private institutions can 
accommodate able students from a wide 
variety of family income levels, they 
should continue to enjoy the support of 
and contribute to the betterment of 
society as a whole," he concluded. 
Tuition Rises $150 to $2,850 
(Continued from Page 1) 
"On the expenditure side we have 
been able to realize two important goals. 
First, we shall reverse a trend in 
instructional expenses. Although the total 
amount spent in direct academic costs has 
risen every year, the percentage of the 
total educational and general budget 
represented by instruction has been 
declining. Next year, we shall turn that 
situation around by bringing the 
instruction budget from 34.6 per cent to 
36.1 per cent of the total. We think this 
shift is an important expression of our 
priorities. 
"Second, we shall increase allotments 
to financial aid by over 7 per cent. In 
view of the uncertainty about student aid 
in Washington and our hope to provide 
more money than during the last few 
years, we are pleased that special grants, 
newly endowed scholarships, and our 
own convictions about the importance of 
increased financial aid have made this 
improvement possible." 
The major increases in expenditures 
for next year, Dr. Lockwood said, "relate 
to personnel and ever-rising costs in the 
maintenance and renovation of our 
physical plant and equipment." 
Increases in the library budget will 
permit library costs "to remain at five per 
cent of the total educational and general 
budget for this important aspect of our 
academic commitment." 
The size of the student body, he said, 
will remain constant. "We feel that we 
have nearly reached capacity in the use of 
much of our physical plant. We know 
that the present size of the faculty will 
not permit any substantial increase in the 
student body. Therefore, we shall hold to 
approximately 1,580 full-time equivalent 
students." 
"There is no easy solution to the 
financial pressures on independent higher 
education," Dr. Lockwood said, "but we 
at Trinity feel we have done better than 
most. We have had balanced budgets for 
three years; we shall be in balance next 
year." 
"Even though the future is unclear, we 
are confident that Trinity College can so 
manage its reso~rces that we can continue 




1962 Henry Whipple Farnum to Priscilla Dwin-
nell Kroll 
1970 William Kellogg Newbury to Priscilla 
Phillips Christman 
1972 Brooke W. Ferris to Gary Laughorne 
Washburn, Jr. 
1972 Rocco J. Maffei to Susan M. Farrell 
1965 James D. Finley, Jr. to Anne H. Good-
man 
1969 Edward Adler to Karen Stapf 
1967 Robert Knox Fowler to Ann Schirle 
1971 Lee Alan Blais to Mary Woods Boston 
MARRIAGES 
1952 William Goralski to Norma N. Covert, 
April14, 1973. 
1 9 6 4 Robert Stephen Anderson to Lucy 
Stephens Lyden, March 10, 1973. 
1970 Joseph P. Maryeski Jr. to Anne Louise 
Wade, February 11 , 1973. 
1966 Charles K. McClure III to Joanne Pryor 
Jackson, January 27, 1973. 
1966 Petar V. Stoykovich to Elisa · Fernan-
dez-Granda!, July 10, 1972. 
BIRTHS 
19 6 3 Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Leinbach, 
daughter, Shannon Trudell, Ml!rch 2, 
1973. 
1971 Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pratt, son, Elisha 
Walker, December 2, 1972. 
1964 Mr . and Mrs. Betram E. Feingold, 
daughter, Deborah Elaine, March 22, 
1973. 
1944 Mr. and Mrs. William B. Walker, son, 
John Gill, February 6, 1973. 
1959 Mr. and Mrs. C. Jon Widing, son, Daniel, 
January 30, 1973. 
1967 Mr. and Mrs. Brandon G. Macomber, 
daughter, Catherine, July, 20, 1971. 
10 Mr. George-C: Capen 87 Walbridge Rd. West Hartford, CT 06119 
On July 31 Jo and "HOBE" COOK will 
celebrate their 64th anniversary . They have 
three children, six grandchildren and two great 
grandchildren to date! 
14 Mr. Robert E. Cross 208 Newberry St. Hartford, CT 06114 
At a recent convention commemorating the 
50th anniversary of the founding of the 
National Scholastic Honorary Society of the 
Chinese Universities (Phi Tau Phi), JOE 
EHLERS was presented a plaque as the 
Founder of the Society now incorporated in 
the United States. Joe heads the Joseph H. 
Ehlers Foundation, Inc., which among other 
educational projects, operates a museum in 
Russellville, Ky. in the noted old Southern 
Bank of Kentucky, one of the first banks 
robbed by the Jessie James gang (1868). 
16 The Rev. Dr. James F. English 11 Birch Rd. West Hartford, CT 06119 
THAYER LYON reports that he is in good 
health and sends "Best Regards" to his 
classmates and other Trinity friends. 
18 Mr. George C. Griffith P.O. Box 526 Sea Island, GA 31561 
JOE BUFFINGTON and his wife, Frances, 
have just returned from an enjoyable two-week 
cruise to six Caribbean and Gulf of Me~ico 
ports. 
19 Mr. Clinton B. F. Brill RFD No. 1, Box 228D Tallahassee, FL 32301 
JACK WILLIAMS is to be awarded an 
Honorary Doctor of Science Degree in June by 
the Worcester Polytectonic Institute. He lives in 
Madison, Wisconsin but spends some months 
each winter at the California Institute of 
Technology to escape the Wisconsin winters 
and to have access to its excellent library. 
VINC POTTER'S wife, Dr. Mary, died on 
March 15, 1972. He has the sincere sympathy 
of all his Classmates in a loss that will leave a 
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great void in his life. In September 1972, he 
joined some of their mutual friends in a trip to 
Spain and Portugal after a visit to Africa. 
IRV PARTRIDGE continues his deep 
interest in Masonic affairs, including 
membership on the Board of Directors of the 
Masonic Home in Wallingford (Conn.). HERB 
PRESSEY took a motor trip through the south 
this past winter visiting New Orleans where he 
had a telephone visit with EV SKAU. He 
continued to Florida at Winter Park from where 
he telephoned HAM BARBER. Ham has been 
at his home in Belleaire Beach where he carries 
on his indefatigable correspondence with his 
Classmates on behalf of the College. He 
returned to Windsor, Conn. on May 2. 
YOUR SECRETARY and his wife visited 
their children in Hillsborough and San 
Francisco last fall and then spent two weeks in 
New York City seeing friends there. Next 
September he and his wife plan to visit Portugal 
where they will spend most of their time in 
Sintra. 
22 Mr. Bert C. Gable 61 Clearfield Rd. Wethersfield, CT 06109 
Miss Elizabeth Ellen Tucker, daughter of the 
ALLEN TUCKERS of 4 7 5 Baldwin Road, 
Maplewood, New Jersey , was married to 
Johnny Haynes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward 
Haynes of Epson, Surrey, England. The double 
ring ceremony was at the Registry in Epsom, 
England. 
After mainting an office in New York as an 
actuarial consultant for seven years since his 
retirement from the American Life Convention 
in Chicago, ALFRED GUERTIN now has an 
additional office at 2 Palmer Square, Princeton, 
N.J. He enjoys the activity so much that he 
does not propose to retire! 
23 Mr. James A. Calano 35 White Street Hartford, CT 06114 
PAUL NORMAN keeps active with part time 
jobs while retired. 
As of May, STEVENSON WEBSTER will 
have completed five years of volunteer remedial 
English teaching at the Maryland School for the 
Blind. 
25 Mr. Raymond A. Montgomery North Racebrook Road Woodbridge, CT 06525 
BOB ST. JOHN is the author of "Eban," a 
biography of Israel's Foreign Minister, recently 
published by Doubleday. A British edition will 
be published on May 14 - Israel's 25th 
anniversary, and an American paperback will be 
published in the autumn by Dell. Bob is 
currently lecturing in the U.S.A. and Canada. 
26 Mr. N. Ross Parke 18 Van Buren Avenue West Hartford, CT 06107 
EDWARD ANTOS is now retired from his 
dental practice in Bay Shore, New York. He has 
four sons - one went to Trinity - and he and 
his wife, Hazel, will soon be celebrating their 
4 2nd anniversary. 
27 
Mr. Winthrop H. Segur 
34 Onlook Rd. 
Wethersfield, CT 06109 
FRANCIS CONOVER retired five years ago, 
but his former employer, the Thomas and Betts 
Co., called him back again to work. So he is 
presently working as an accountant two weeks 
out of every month and enjoying staying active. 
28 Mr. Royden C. Berger 53 Thomson Road West Hartford, CT 06107 
Connecticut Chief. Superior Court Judge 
JOHN FITZGERALD will retire August 1. His 
request for the retirement date was announced 
by Governor Meskill. It was accepted with the 
governor's appreciation for Judge Fitzgerald's 
long service on the bench. He was first 
appointed to the Court of Common Pleas on 
July 1, 1941. He was elevated to the Superior 
Court in August 1957. The governor had 
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already submitted his name to the General 
Assembly for another eight-year term but, at 
the request of the judge, withdrew it. John's 
home address is Center . road, Woodbridge, 
Connecticut, 06525. 
LOUIS LIBBIN retired on July 1, 1972 after 
37 years of government service. He spent the 
last 18 as an administrative law judge with the 
National Labor Relations Board. 
29 
Mr. James V. White 
22 Austin Road 
Devon, CT 06460 
JOHN ROWLAND retired in 1970 after over 
40 years with Aetna Life and Casualty, Group 
Division. He has one grandchild and is 
expecting another. John spends his time at his 
summer home on Long Beach Island, New 
Jersey. He also keeps active playing golf, sailing, 
and traveling. 
30 The Rev. Canon Francis R. Belden 269 Oxford St. Hartford, CT 06105 
LOUIS LABELLA has retired after 
completing three careers. He was a professional 
social worker (Master's degree from Columbia 
University, 194 7), retired from New York City 
Department of Welfare in 1962 after 28 years, 
and also served the Grand Lodge of N.Y.F. & 
A.M. as assistant director of social services from 
1962 thru 1971. In the meantime Louis was an 
Army Officer~ active and reserve~ from 1942 
to 1963, holding the rank of lieutenant colonel 
since 1957. He and his wife now live in Milton, 
Florida, near Pensacola, where they "work hard 
and relax hard." 
31 Dr. Robert P. Waterman 148 forest Lane Glastonbury, CT 06033 
JEROME WYCKOFF is active as a writer 
and photographer in the areas of geology and 
conservation. His recent books are Landforms 
(Golden Press) and Rock Scenery of Hudson 
Highlands and Palisades (Adirondack Mt. Club) . 
He is the co-founder of New Jersey's League for 
conservation legislation and is active in hiking 
clubs and choral groups. His new address is 227 
Bogert Ave., Ridgewood, New Jersey 07450. 
We received an additional note from Jerry 
saying that he married Mrs. Elaine Briggs 
Johnson of Ringwood, N.J. on March 23. Mrs. 
Wyckoff, who was a Navy lieutenant in World 
War II, is an editor on the staff of The Record, 
Bergen County's daily newspaper. 
, I , ,,.J ..:_, - :. I 1 <• • •• ' ~' 
32 
Julius Smith, D.M.D. 
242 Trumbull St. 
Hartford, CT 06103 
DAVID WHITE'S older son, David, a captain 
in the regular Army, has just returned safely 
from a year's duty in Vietnam to get 
acquainted with his 15-month old daughter. He 
is assigned to Army logistics school at Fort Lee, 
Virginia for the next nine months. 
WILLIAM EDDY is retired after 37 years 
with Atlas Chemical Inc., now ICI America, 
Inc. 
33 
Mr. Ezra Melrose 
186 Penn Dr. 
West Hartford, CT 06119 
TOM MCDERMOTT has been retired from 
the Bureau of Public Roads for seven years, 
during all of which time he has been enjoying 
the delights of Florida living, "those delights 
only as carefree bachelor may know!" 
34 
Mr. John A. Mason 
564 West Avon Rd. 
Avon, CT 06001 
My sincere thanks to those classmates who 
either wrote messages of sympathy or phoned 
me concerning the death of my father last 
February. 
Our condolences go to JIM ALBANI whose 
mother passed away in March. 
JOHN SOUNEY tells us he is now living at 
579 North Madison Road, Guilford, Conn. 
06437. 
BILL HENEBRY will retire this June from 
the Simsbury High School system after some 30 
years of teaching. He owns property in 
Vermont and Florida, but has decided to stay 
in Simsbury. 
The New Haven County Medical 
Association's winter magazine has a fine article 
on Dr. ELLIOTT MAYO entitled "Doctors 
Should be Community Oriented." He has been 
practicing in the Waterbury, Conn., area for 35 
years. A former member of the Board of 
Governors of the New Haven County Medical 
Association and a member of the House of 
Delegates of the Connecticut State Medical 
Society, Elliott has been president of the 
Waterbury Medical Association. He is also 
chairman of the personnel committee of 
Waterbury's Board of Health and a deputy 
director of health for the town of Wolcott, 
where he owns a lovely summer cottage. Our 
best wishes to the good doctor as he continues 
to maintain his community activities as well as 
his busy private practice. 
35 Mr. Albert W. Baskerville 73 Birchwood Dr. Derry, NH 03038 
As of May 1, 1973 JOHN SHAW's address 
will be 1452 Passaic Ave., Fort Myers, Florida. 
36 Mr. Victor E. Bonander 90 Van Buren Ave. West Hartford, CT 06107 
JIM CARROLL has been promoted to Chief 
of Admiralty Section, N.Y.C. Law Department, 
involving ferry boats, sludge boats, fire boats, 
police boats, and waterfront facilities including 
all bridges. 
DES CRAWFORD is retiring on August 31, 
1973 and moving to Tuscany, Italy where he 
has an old farmhouse that he remodeled on 30 
acres of vineyards and olive groves. 
JOHN PRESTON is living at 93 Russ Street, 
Hartford, Connecticut 06106. 
37 
Mr. Robert M. Kelly 
Hartford Board of Education 
249 High St. 
Hartford, CT 06103 
GEORGE LEPAK, formerly assistant 
treasurer of AMF Inc. in New York, has been 
transferred to Alexandria, Virginia as director 
of manufacturing services of the AMF Electrical 
Products Group. 
ALLEN DOTY's son, Paul, and his wife 
recently had a baby girl named Kimberly. Paul 
is presently at University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, working on his masters while 
teaching physical education and coaching the 
lacrosse and soccer teams. 
38 Mr. James M. F. Weir 27 Brook Rd. Woodbridge, CT 06525 
Both JOHN TIEDEMAN and his wife will be 
taking early retirement from the Philadelphia 
National Bank on June 8, 1973. Shortly after 
their retirement, they will move to Sun City, 
Arizona. 
GEORGE CULLENEY is currently Director 
for National Funding at the Council of Better 
Business Bureaus in New York -- the parent 
body of the National Bureau network. With 
Henry Ford II · as its ·recently appointed 
chairman, the organization is mounting a 
national funding effort in excess of $7 million 
to restore consumer confidence in the 
marketplace. George, his wife, Connie, and 
daughter, Beth, moved to the beautiful 
smog-free community of Demarest in northern 
Bergen County last summer and love it. 
Because of steady expansion, SAM 
BENJAMIN and his brother HOFF '34 have 
moved to larger quarters (Hanfield, Callen, 
Ruland and Benjamin) at 58 West 40th Street, 
New York, New York 10018. 
39 Mr. Earl H. Flynn 147 Goodale Dr. Newington, CT 06111 
MIL TON BUDIN has been engaged in the 
juvenile furniture business in the Philadelphia 
area for the past 20 years. He has two children, 
Michael ~ a chemical engineer ~ and Barbara ~ 
a high school teacher in Michigan ~ and both 
are married. 
40 
Mr. Herbert R. Bland 
R. C. Knox & Co. 
P.O. Box 930 
Hartford, CT 06101 
STAN ALEXANDER's son, Stephen B., is a 
senior at Butler University, Indianapolis, 
Indiana as a radio-television major. He will 
graduate in June, 1973. Stan reports that he 
recently had dinner with Rt. , Reverend 
ALBERT W. VanDUZER '40, who will assume 
the Office of Bishop, State of New Jersey, in 
the fall. 
41 Mr. Frank A. Kelly, Jr. 21 Forest Dr. Newington, CT 06111 
JOHN EWING is completing his third 
two-year term as Republican State 
Assemblyman from Somerset County, New 
Jersey. He is also completing his fourth year as 
chairman of the Assembly Education 
Committee and is planning to run for reelection 
this November. 
FRANK MULCAHY has been elected 
president of Davis Memorial Goodwill 
Industries, Washington, D.C. He is on the 
faculty of the University of Maryland, and 
reports that he is a tennis "nut" year round. 
42 Mr. Martin D. Wood 19 Tootin Hill Rd. West Simsbury, CT 06092 
CHRISTOPHER LA TIMER has been the 
Prior of Carmelite Monastery (2131 Lincoln 
Road, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002) since last 
June. He is also the Editor of Spiritual Life 
Magazine ~ "A Quarterly of Contemporary 
Spirituality." 
JOHN SWIFT and his wife, Fran, have just 
returned from three weeks in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, where he was on a consulting 
mission for the World Bank. John is still with 
GEOMET in Rockville, Md., living in 
Kensington, Md. and enjoying it. The Swifts 
now have three grandchildren! 
JON WILSON is still practicing obstetrics 
and gynecology and running Central New 
Jersey's "best nursing home." 
CLAYTON JENSEN is acting associate 
administrator for environmental national 
oceanic and atmosphere administration, 
Department of Commerce. 
43 
Mr. John L. Bonee 
McCook, Kenyon and Bonee 
50 State St. 
Hartford, CT 06103 
AL STAFFORD and his wife, Phyllis, report 
that their daughter Judith Ann is marrying 
Kenneth Couch of Vernon, Connecticut on 
May 19, 1973. The Stafford's have nine other 
children ~ five girls and four sons! 
JAMES DENNY is nqw a full professor of 
industrial engineering at West Virginia 
University, Morgantown, West Virginia. He 
expects to give several lectures in universitys in 
England, France, and Germany this summer 
while he and his wife, Marion, are abroad. He 
has twice been a grandfather. 
44 
Dr. Harry R. Gossling 
558 Simsbury Rd. 
Bloomfield, CT 06002 
Dr. SPIRO PETERSON has been appointed 
dean of the Graduate School and Research at 
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. A member of 
Miami's faculty since 1962, and chairman of its 
department of English for eight years, Spiro 
was named acting dean last August after Dr. 
Robert E. Wolverton resigned the deanship to 
take the presidency of the College of Mount St. 
Joseph. In his new capacity, Spiro has 
responsibility for all advanced studies, for 
research and federal grants, and for the 
Institute of Environmental Science. He has a 
reputation for research on Daniel Defoe and on 
the early English novel. His published works 
includes a book, Thy counterfeit Lady Unveiled 
and Other Criminal Fiction of Seventeenth 
Century England, monographs on works of 
John Tutchin and Elkanah Settle, and 
numerous articles in professional journals on 
Defoe and others. Spiro was 1971-72 president 
of the College English Association of Ohio. He 
is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the Modern 
Language Association, the Johnson Society of 
the Great Lakes Region and the American 
Society for Eighteenth Century Studies. 
WILLIAM WALKER is the owner of 
Chesapeake Boat Basin, Inc. in Kilmarnock, Va. 
45 Mr. Andrew W. Milligan 15 Winterset Lane West Hartford, CT 06117 
JOE AIELLO has recently joined the 
construction firm of Humphreys and Harding in 
New York City as project executive. Joe's 
daughter Mary Theresa was married to Thomas 
Joseph Reynolds on March 18. His son Paul 
(13) is planning to be in the Trinity Class of 
1982. 
FRASER DREW has had a new book 
published by Fairleigh Dickinson University 
Press: John Masefield's England, A Study of the 
National Themes in his Work. Fraser is now in 
his 28th year as professor of English at State 
University College, Buffalo, N.Y., teaching 20th 
Century Irish, English and American Literature. 
He makes annual visits to Ireland in May and 
June. 
47 Paul J. Kingston, M.D. 27 Walbridge Road West Hartford, CT 06119 
SANFORD COBB, M.D. is presently director 
of medical affairs, Pharmaceutical Division, 
Pennwalt Corporation in Rochester, New York. 
He and his wife, Dot, have two sons age 13 and 
21. 
48 The Rev. E. Otis Charles 231 East First South St. Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
JOHN FANDEL has had a new collection of 
poems published: Body of Earth. The book can 
be ordered from Roth Publishing, 19 Franklin 
Street, Williston Park, N.Y. 11596. 
The investment banking firm of Hornblower 
and Weeks ~ Hemphill, Noyes Inc. has 
appointed DONALD SHIPPY vice president ~ 
compliance . He has been associated with the 
firm since 1970. 
49 
Mr. Charles I. Tenney 
Charles I. Tenney & Associates 
2 Bryn Mawr Ave. 
Brn Mawr, PA 19010 
FRANK LAMBERT is captain-owner of his 
tub, "BABE," which is now pushing oil on the 
Chesapeake Bay and rivers . During grain times 
she pushes a barge appropriately named 
''Ceres." "BABES'S" captain has a lovely 
beard, his wife, Deborah, reports. Frank's 
family augments the crew when not in school. 
KURT WEINBERG's latest book is entitled 
On Gide's Promethee, Private Myth and Public 
Mystification, Princeton University Press, 1972. 
His previous books are Henri Heine, 
Romantique Defroque, Yale University Press 
and Presses Universitaires de France, 1954, and 
Kafkas Dichtugen. Die Travestein Des Mythos, 
Francke Verlag, Bern and Munich, 1963. 
Mr. James R. Glassco, Jr. 
50 Aetna Life lns. Company 151 Farmington Ave. Hartford, CT 06105 
BENJAMIN PADDOCK, president and a 
director of the $682.6 million-deposit City 
National Bank in Detroit, has been named to 
the additional post of chief executive office of 
the bank. City National Bank ranks 108th on 
the American Banker compilation of the 
nation's 300 largest banks. Benjamin is a 
member of the American Institute of Banking. 
He has had responsibility for the main office 
and branch operations, data processing, 
marketing, national account, consumer loan, 
correspondent banking, business development, 
personnel and trust departments of the bank. 
STEPHEN CASEY has just been promoted 
to national sales manager of The TODD-AO 
Corp., Magnetic Products Division. TODD-AO 
is a motion picture sound production company 
with studios in Hollywood, and has a number 
of pictures done in their process -- "Sound of 
Music," "The Alamo," "Dr. Doolittle," "The 
Getaway ," etc. 
JOHN GRILL retired from the Army in 
1971 as a colonel and settled in Alexandria, Va. 
His second career began immediately with The 
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co. on the 
traffic-facilities staff. He is currently involved in 
mechanization projects which have computer 
application. John is also working hard at raising 
a family, he reports. His son, Jeff (16) has two 
years of rowing experience with two more to 
go. He should be a good candidate for the 
Trinity crew. Cindy (13) is only interested in 
horses, horses and horses. Their new home is at 
8512 Hitching Post Lane, Alexandria, Va. 
22308 . "Welcome mat is always out." 
LEE WILL and his wife, Mollie, report that 
they now have "Love for Sale." They are in the 
pet business! The Will's own two pet stores in 
Orlando, Florida, specializing in puppies and 
fish. 
DON WIGGLESWORTH reports that he is 
busy chasing five children, ages 3\1, to 19\1,; 
active as recently elected member and vice 
chairman of the board, Government Employees 
Benefit Association ~ an employees' 
hospitalization/medical corporation of NSA; 
involved in historic preservation societies; is a 
member of his local choral group; still suffering 
thru PTA tortures; and otherwise is attentive to 
the needs of his offspring. Don informs us that 
his oldest child is at the Hartford Conservatory, 
and that his youngest used his last diaper "No. 
4382 or was it No . 2834" last fall. 
51 
Mr. John F. Klingler 
344 Fern St. 
West Hartford, CT 06119 
DAVID COLLIER is assistant professor at 
Mercer County Community College's new 
campus in West Windsor Township, New Jersey. 
He teaches western civilization, United States 
and Far East history classes. 
FRED JACKSON has just taken a new 
position as director of advertising-marketing 
with First Federal Savings and Loan of 
Rochester. Fred reports that upstate New York 
is a great summer vacation area - if you are 
coming to town give him a call. 
In addition to "Deep 6 Marina" in Key 
Largo, GEORGE BREWER has opened up 
Deep 6 Yacht Brokers in Key Largo and Delray 
Beach, Florida. 
WILLIAM GRIFFIN is now vice president 
and treasurer of Bartlett, Griffin Insurance, Inc. 
in Easton, Md. He has four children: Ellen, 17, 
Bill, Jr. 16, Peter 13, and Laura 11. The Griffin 
family is finishing a new home on the 
waterfront and bordering Talbot Country Club 
in an area called "Canterbury." 
ROLLIN RAMSON has moved his dental 
practice from the sleepy little town of 
Knightdale to the big city of Raleigh and has 
been residing in Raleigh for over one and a half 
years. His three children are doing fine in 
school and otherwise. The Ramson family 
spends vacations and some weekends either 
fishing off the coast of North Carolina or up in 
the mountains, trout fishing. John informs us 
that he would welcome a visit or phone call 
from anyone visiting or just passing through. 
GEORGE LUDLOW is now manager charter 
revenue control for Pan American World 
Airways. 
MACLEAR JACOBY is senior master ~ 
Middle School at the Landon School, Bethesda, 
Maryland. He has been there for 18 years and 
reports that junior high school age continues to 
be a challenge! He is also coaching the varsity 
tennis team which won the National 
Interscholastic Championship in 1963, '64 , '65, 
'66 , and '71. 
ARTHUR ROCH, CLU, is general agent, 
Aetna Life for A. F. Roche and Associates, 
Orlando, Florida. He reports that his family is 
doing well; his wife Ellen is a tennis pro; his son 
Gary is in college studying oceanography; his 
other son, Jeff, and his daughter, Ellen Jane, 
are both in high school. 
OWEN MITCHELL, director of sales of Pier 
66, is looking forward to hosting the Alpha Chi 
Rho National Convention in Ft. Lauderdale 
from August 20-25, 1973. 
DONN WRIGHT is now in his third year as 
headmaster of Millbrook School, Millbrook, 
N.Y. He is the former headmaster of Hoosac 
School in New York. Donn is a trustee of 
Harvey School, Katonah, N.Y., and the 
Dutchess School in Millbrook. Donn and his 
wife, Barbara, have three children. Andrea is a 
freshman at Sarah Lawrence College; Jefferson 
is a junior at Millbrook; and Jason is in the fifth 
grade at Dutchess. The Wright family spends 
their vacations at their home on -the coast of 
Maine. · 
52 
Mr. Douglas C. Lee 
51 Wood Pond Rd. 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
BOB HUNTER, M.A.I., was recently 
installed as president of the Connecticut 
Chapter; No. 19, of the American Institute of. 
Real Estate Appraisers. He is an assistant vice 
president in the real estate investment 
department of Connecticut Mutual Life 
Insurance Company. He lives with his wife and 
two sons at 50 Tall Timbers ·Drive, 
Glastonbury, Connecticut. 
JOHN STEWART is associate professor and 
chairman of the Department of Geology, 
Brooklyn College. He is now living in Princeton, 
New Jersey. 
THE REV. CANON ALLEN BOLLINGER 
has brought to our attention the fact that there 
was a misleading notice in the Alumni News a 
short while ago. It is true that he was credited 
with completion of the Air Force Advanced 
Chaplain's School at Maxwell Air Force Base, 
Alabama. However, the note that he was 
assigned to McGuire AFB, N.J. gave the 
impression that he is a regular active duty AF 
chaplain. While rector of Grace Episcopal 
Church, Haddonfield, N.J., he is Wing Chaplain 
for the 108th Tactical Fighter Wing, N.J. Air 
National Guard, in which reserve capacity he 
has served for the past 1 7 years. 
SAMUEL CLlPP is chief ofr adio!ogy af 
Quakertown Hospital in Pennsylvania. He and 
his wife, Elizabeth, have four children: Scott 
16, Peter 14, Jay 11, and John 5. 
53 Mr. Paul A. Mortell 508 Stratfield Rd. Bridgeport, CT 06604 
KEN BARDETT is regional manager for 
Jaeger Machine Co. out of Columbus, Ohio. He 
has four children -- three girls and a boy. 
The Reverend DAN SULLIVAN was 
appointed rector of the Church of the Good 
Samaritan in Paoli, Pennsylvania. He, with his 
wife, Adele, and three children, occupy the 
West Lancaster Avenue Rectory in that upper 
Main Line community. 
PHIL MALLON is still teaching in Boca 
Raton, Florida, is a tennis coach, and vice 
chairman of City Community Relations Board. 
Phil, his wife, and their three children have 
recently acquired a 90-acre farm in the 
beautiful Vermont hills. 
TOM ASHER is director of marketing for 
Deering Milliken Yarn Sales. 
WIN FAULKNER is serving his second year 
as Trinity Term Trustee and practicing 
architecture in Washington with the firm of 
Wilkes and Faulkner. Win was recently 
commissioned to redesign the Textile Museum 
in Washington -- the largest collection of Middle 
Eastern textiles in the world. Win, his wife, and 
five children have, acquired a circa-1730 stone 
barn in Middleburg, Va. and have remodeled 
one end for an all-year-round weekend retreat. 
54 
Mr. Theodore T. Tansi 
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
1 American Row 
Hartford, CT 06103 
RAY LEONARD recently purchased a home 
in Woodcliff Lakes, New Jersey, having moved 
from Ridgefield, Connecticut. or the past 
year he has been executive vice president and a 
director of Bankers Trust of Rockland County, 
an affiliate of Bankers Trust New York 
Corporation. 
PETER BARD is just completing his first 
year in a relatively new promotion as retail 
advertising director of the Westchester 
Rockland Newspapers Inc. (member of the 
Gannett Group) at 8 Church Street, White 
Plains, New York. 
WILLIAM BURROUGHS lives at 21 Bennett 
Street, Rye, New York 10580. 
NEIL MUTSCHLER coordinates the Pupil 
Personnel Services for the Rush-He-nrietta 
School District. 
CARL MEASE, formerly an assistant 
attorney general of the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania assigned to Department of 
Environmental Resources, has been transferred 
to the Legislative Reference Bureau, a service 
agency of the General Assembly of 
Pennsylvania . In his new position, Carl 
specializes in drafting legislation and rendering 
advice to legislators _and governmental agencies 
on legislative matters. 
RICH VANDERBEEK is president of the 
staff, Doylestown Hospital, for the year 
1972-73. 
55 Mr. E. Wade Close, Jr. 200 Hunter's Trace Lane Atlanta, Georgia 30328 
IGOR ISLAMOFF has moved to Johnston, 
Pennsylvania where he has opened his own 
office for the practice of general surgery. His 
home address is 441 Tioga Street, Johnstown, 
Pa., and his office is at 128 Walnut Street, 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania 15905. 
FRANK S. CERVENY was appointed 
Episcopal dean of Florida and St. John's 
Cathedral in Jacksonville in July 1972. He 
reports that the Cathedral is listed by Abington 
Press to be one of the 15 most creative 
congregations in the country. 
CLAY STEPHENS has just been appointed 
director of advertising and promotion for Talon 
and Donahue Sales, a division of Textron. 
JAMES DETZLER is still holding forth as 
claims manager for CNA/Insurance. His new 
business address: 780 Statler Hilton, Buffalo, 
New York 14202. His new home address: 149 
Sixth Avenue, Lancaster, New York 14086. 
WILLIAM O'HARA is the co-author of The 
Student/The College/The Law, published by 
Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 
New York. 
WILLIAM SQUIRES is currently president 
of the Medical Board and Medical-Dental Staff 
of Mid-Island Hospital in New York, and is the 
owner and medical director of Daleview 
Nursing Home, an extended care facility and 
Daleview Manor - Health related facility. He 
also passed the Family Practice Specialty Exam 
in April, 1972. He is married and has two 
children, ages 10 and 11. 
JOSEPH MICHELSON is chairman, Designer 
Selection Committee, Newton, Mass., vice 
president, Jewish Vocational Service, Boston, 
Mass., and vice president, Brighton, Brookline, 
Newton Jewish Community Center, Brookline, 
Mass. He is also a member of the Board of 
Directors, Associated General Contractors of 
Mass:-;-!foard of Drreciors, AssociatedJ ewish-
Community Centers - Construction 
Committee, Boston, Mass. and Board of 
Managers, Hale Reservation, Dover, Mass. 
THOMAS BRETT reports that he cannot 
complain about rising food costs since he has 
just been promoted to maintenance supervisor 
in the Boston Division of Stop and Shop. He 
lives at 37 Old Middlesex Road, Belmont, Mass. 
LEE LAHEY's fourth child, Megan, was 
born October 30, 1972. His new address is 160 
Medland Ave. in Rye, New York. As class 
agent, Lee would like to make a plug for larger 
Alumni Fund contributions in this 150th 
Anniversary Year. 
56 Mr. Edward A. Montgomery, Jr. Backbone Rd. Sewickley Heights, PA 15143 
ARTHUR JARVIS has been named 
executive director of the new Combined 
Hospitals Alcoholism Program (CHAP). The 
former hospital administrator is now director of 
the State Health Department's Division of 
Hospital and Medical Care. CHAP is a 
cooperative venture of six area hospitals and 
state departments of health and mental health. 
It operates a 24-hour emergency outpatient 
service and detoxification center, which is being 
developed with assistance from the Hartford 
Institute of Criminal and Social Justice. In 
addition to memberships in professional 
organization, Arthur is on the board of 
directors of the Community Renewal Team of 
Greater Hartford and the Urtan League of 
Hartford. 
DAVE HOARE is presently supervisor of the 
Claims Department for Travelers Insurance Co., 
Syracuse, New York. He has three children: 
Eric 9, Kristen 7, and Jamie 4. 
ALAN SCHAERTEL has a new position as 
stock broker with A. E. Master and Co., 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
FRANKLIN COURSEN has been assigned to 
the Pentagon, Washington, D.C. He was 
recently promoted to lieutenant colonel in the 
USAF and is attending a Program for 
Management Development, Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business. In his spare time, 
he enjoys sailing on the Potomac. 
CHARLES STEHLE, his wife, Joanne, and 
their two children moved last fall to 5 30 Spring 
Lane, Wyndmoor, Pa. 19118. He is currently 
vice president of Stehle, Wrigley, Desai and Co., 
Inc ., a firm specializing in real estate 
syndications. 
57 Paul B. Marion 7 Martin Place Chatham, New Jersey 07928 
JACK MINER sets the record straight. He 
and his lovely British wife, Diana, live in 
Colchester, Connecticut with their four 
daughters. When not working on the large 
addition he has put up himself, he is a senior 
project engineer with the Pratt & Whitney 
Division of the United Aircraft in East 
Hartford. 
DOUG MACLOED is not in the French 
Foreign Legion, he's a volunteer fireman in 
Garden City, L.I., where he resides with his 
dazzling red-haired beauty, Judy, and their 
three children. Between fighting fires and 
playing softball, he manages the complex 
insurance porfolio of Nassau County, and is 
active in a local business. 
The old fink, DON FINKBEINER is living in 
Lakewood, New York with his wife, June, and 
young daughter, Alice, who has a more 
attractive hairline than her father. Don works 
for Crescent Tool Division of Cooper Industries 
in the field of packaging as it relates to 
marketing and manufacturing. He is also 
treasurer of the local YMCA and on the vestry 
of St. Luke's Episcopal Church. 
BILL LUKE has become a celebrity of the 
National Automobile Dealers Association. He 
has been invited to speak before two national 
conventions on his successful establishment of a 
dealership service department open 78 hours 
per week. Bill not only manages two 
automobile franchises, Oldsmobile and 
American Motors, but operates a separate body 
shop and Armstrong Tire distributorship as 
well. All this activity takes place in Wilmington, 
Delaware. 
JIM WIEGMAN is manager - salary and 
wage administration for Cooper Laboratories, 
Inc. Bedford Hills, New York. Jim is treating 
his wife and three children to a spring visit to 
the Trinity campus. 
Dr. ROBERT RICHARDSON is associate 
professor of English at Manchester Community 
College, Manchester, Connecticut. Following 
completion of his MA and Ph. D. at Princeton, 
Bob taught at Westminster College, 
Pennsylvania, and American International 
College in Massachusetts. 
58 Mr. Borden W. Painter, Jr. 110 Ledgewood Rd. West Hartford, CT 06107 
Spring is finally establishing itself here in 
Hartford and the Quad will soon have its fresh 
green and budding look. YOUR SECRETARY 
-is enjoying--a sabbatical...-.right<-her&-a-t~T-l:init-¥,­
but alas it will soon be over. I have been pleased 
to receive some cards recently from classmates 
so here is the latest news. 
PARKER RENELT began a new job in 
March as vice president-branch administrator 
with the Third National Bank of New Jersey. 
PETE LOWENSTEIN and family have become 
addicts of Nantucket. Sue and the three 
children spend the summer there with Dad 
commuting by air and boat. BOB GIBSON has 
a second son, Scott Robinson, born February 7. 
PETER FISH continues to serve as a forest 
ranger with the New York State Department of 
Environmental Conservation. He is busy, among 
other things, administering a state forest 
preserve in the Catskills. He and wife, Carolyn, 
have a son and a daughter, and the family is 
living in "beautiful country and are all happy 
and doing well." DUSTY MCDONALD was 
guest preacher at the Coast Guard Academy 
Chapel in February. Dusty continues in his 
position as chaplain at Hobart and William 
Smith Colleges in Geneva, New York. 
Here are some of the new addresses we have 
received. PETER GOODWIN, 273 Hospital 
Ground-Star Route, St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin 
Islands 00801; MIKE SCHACHT, 140 E. 27th 
St., New York, N.Y. 10016; DICK SCHAUPP, 
240 Brook Valley Rd., Boonton, New Jersey 
97082; STEVE SEE, St. Andrews School, 63 
Federal Rd., Barrington, Rhode Island. 02806. 
Major GERARD VAUGHAN arrived in 
Southeast Asia in January 1973 for a one year 
tour flying combat missions for the 361st 
Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron out of 
Nakhon Phanom Royal Thai AFB, Thailand. He 
received the Meritorious Service Medal in July 
1972. He is looking forward to the end of tour 
and getting back to "good old" USA and family 
in Charleston, S.C. His address is 010301251 
FR, 361 TEWS, P.O. Box 4379, APO SF 
96310 . 
WILLIAM WARDER is vice president for 
Food Services International, 1551 N.W. 70th 
Street, Ft . Lauderdale, Florida. He has two 
children, Christi 5 and Cayti 3. His address is 
511 Isle of Capri, Ft. Lauderdale. 
Air Force Major JIM STUDLEY has received 
the Lockheed Aircraft Co. pin signifying 5,000 
hours flying time in the Lockheed-built C-130 
Hercules aircraft. He is a pilot and flight 
simulator instructor at Elgin AFB, Florida, 
where he serves with the 39th Aerospace 
Rescue and Recovery Wing. His address: 38 
Birch Ave., Ft. Walton Beach, Florida. 
JACK THOMPSON will be returning to the 
Hartford area this year to assume duties as 
headmaster of the Renbrook School. Renbrook 
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is a private school with grades K through 9, 
located in West Hartford. Jack, Shirley, and 
their four children will be moving this summer. 
FRANK KURY remains active in Pennsylvania 
politics. Currently he is serving as state senator 
from the 27th Senate District. He and Beth 
have two sons, Steven and David. 
GEORGE BAXTER writes that "all's well" 
in his world. George is a vice president with 
A. G. Becker & Co., an investment banking firm. 
George and Peace live in Bucks County, Pa., 
with their three children. NICK RUCCI 
recently joined the Washington, D.C. office of 
the international certified public accounting 
firm of Laventhal, Krekstein, Horwath and 
Horwath. 
FRANK CARUSO is now assistant director 
of clinical pharmacology at Bristol Laboratories 
in Syracuse, New York. Frank married Evelyn 
Vitagliano on March 3, 1973. FRED FOY 
writes that he has been a registered 
representative with Singer, Dean and Scribner 
of Pittsburgh since 1969. His family now 
includes two sons, ages 3 and 2. 
GEORGE A. BOGERT is presently serving 
as the senior air advisor to the 192nd TFG at 
Byrd Field in Richmond, Virginia. He is still 
flying the F-1 05 fighter-bomber and expects to 
be in Virginia until March of 1975. George's 
home address is Rt. No. 1, Box 10, Sandston, 
Va. 
59 Mr. PaulS. Campion 4 Red Oak Dr. Rye, New York 10580 
HOWARD HILL has just returned from the 
Bahamas -- a sales prize for being No . 2 
salesman in U.S.A. for Equitable Life in a 
recent national sales campaign. He is a senior 
salesman for Equitable Life in N.Y.C. He and 
his wife have a daughter, Kimberly Ann, and a 
farm in northern Westchester. 
JERRY MUIR is now living in short Hills, 
New Jersey with his wife, Jean, and their three 
children -- the oldest is 13. Jerry is vice 
president, sales, Alco Gravure. 
ALBERT ANGELL has a new position as 
executive officer for the 58th Aeromedical 
Evacuation Sq., McGuire AFB in New Jersey. 
He assisted in "Operation Homecoming" for 
POW's returning to the McGuire area. Albert's 
new home is at 816 Kingsto~ Drive, Cherry 
Hill, New Jersey 08034. In his current job he is 
captain, USAF Medical Service. 
LOUIS CLARKE is married to the former 
Susan V. Keogh and resides in New York City. 
Louis is a partner of LB. Boucher and 
Company in New York, an investment 
partnership. The Clarkes have two children, 
Louis 7, and Virginia 2. 
~ Since graduation, WILL.-IA~SCHREI.NER­
has been working for Mutual. of New York and 
now is an assistant vice president in the Group 
Insurance Department, responsible for all 
underwriting activities. He is a Fellow of the _ 
Society of Actuaries. William lives in Demarest, 
N.J. with his wife, Carolyn, and three 
daughters. 
EUGENE LINDEMANN is working for 
Richardson Securities, Inc. (Affiliate of 
Richardson Securities of Canada) and he is still 
in institutional sales. 
PETER ONDERDONK is the syndicate 
manager at C.E. Unterberg, Towbin - 61 
Broadway, New York City. 
HARVEY LERMAN is a principal computer 
systems designer and programmer for Martin 
Marietta Corporation in their Data Systems 
Division in Orlando, Florida. He, his wife, 
Roberta, and their two daughters, Melissa and 
Dorothea live in Maitland, Florida. 
WILLIAM ABELES is field sales manager, 
Pangborn Division, Carborundum Co. He lives 
at 1617 Fountain Head Road, Hagerstown, Md. 
21740 . 
JON WIDING has been rector of St. Anne's 
Parish, Middleton, Delaware since September 
1972. His first child, Daniel, was born on 
January 30, 1973. 
60 Mr. Robert C. Langen 2 Sachems Trail West Simsbury, CT 06092 
HODELL ANDERSON has a new address: 
402 Border Road, Concord, Massachusetts. He 
reports that he saw JACK LAMOTHE who 
recently moved to Concord. 
THE REV. FRANK JAGO reports that he is 
still vicar of St. Barnabas' Episcopal Church in 
South Brunswick Twp., N.J. He is also about to 
complete a year as state chaplain for the New 
Jersey Jaycees. 
JAMES TILZER, his wife, Ellen, and their 
two children, Brian and Andrew, live at 32 
Hunting Ridge Road, Chappaqua, New York 
10514. 
FRED FOX is active in the real estate 
business and specializes in commercial 
brokerage and the formation of limited 
partnerships to own income properties. Fred 
lives with his wife and three children in Cherry 
Hill, New Jersey. 
RICHARD IRWIN has a private practice in 
dentistry and is associate staff, St. Joseph's 
Hospital. He is chairman of Community 
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Charities and president of Post Graduate Study 
Assn. He reports two children, a boy 6 and a 
girl4. 
STEPHEN LAZARUS is now practicing 
urology in Brooklyn and Queens, New York. 
He recently published Self-Assessment of 
Current Knowledge in Urology . He reports that 
he was in Moscow and Leningrad this February 
and is glad to be home. 
LEE KALCHEIM has just finished writing 
"Class of '63" for ABC Movie of the Week 
(air ed March 14). (Used famous Trinity 
thumper game in movie.) Lee is still doing 
occasional "All In The Family 's." 
C HARLES MIDDLE T ON has b ee n 
appointed to the Day Kimball Hospital medical 
staff as an associate with privileges in general 
surgery, according to Charles F. Schneider, 
administrator. He is certified by the American 
Board of Surgeons. He served in th e U.S. Army 
in Vietnam and at Valley Forge General 
Hospital, Pa. 
61 Mr. Del A. Shilkret 40 Meryl Rd . So . Windsor, CT 06074 
PAUL DEVENDITIIS has been awarded a 
grant from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities and will take a leave of absence to 
write a study on Luigi Albertini and Halian 
liberalism and fascism. Paul was also re-elected 
president of the Faculty Senate of Nassau 
Community. His new address is 16 Primrose 
Lane, Hempstead, New York. 
DONALD ROTENBERG is starting practice 
in nephrology at Hartford Hospital in July. He 
reports that he is looking forward to returning 
to the Hartford area. 
PAUL LAZA Y has moved to 41 Possum 
Way , Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974. This 
mov e followed Paul's transfer from the 
Holmd el to Murray Hill Bell Telephone 
Laboratories locations. He reports that he had a 
visit from JOHN and Carol KORETZ and that 
John now works for Coopers & Lybrand. 
IAN RAWSON will complete his academic 
requirements for his Ph. D. in anthropology at 
the University of Pittsburgh in May. He is then 
moving with his family to Costa Rica in June 
for two years where he will work with a rural 
health project. Ian's special interests in Costa 
Rica will be the etiology of infant malnutrition. 
MICHAEL KAUFF is currently serving as 
assistant professor of radiology, Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine, attending cardiovascular 
radiologist, Montetione Hospital Medical 
Center, Bronx, New York. He has three 
children and is presently living in Clarkstown, 
New York, but is building a house in Bedford 
Village, New York. 
TIIDO KALLAS is finishing his tour of duty 
as a U.S. Army urologist. He then plans to go 
into private practice. 
62 Mr. Barnett Lipkind 8 Union Ave., E-5 Norwalk, CT 06851 
WILLIAM MCKNIGHT is currently 
attending a 13-week middle management course 
at Harvard Business School before returning to 
First National City Bank of New York. 
After 10 years as an editor in New York 
with McGraw-Hill, Inc. and Morgan-Grampian, 
Inc . BRAD KETCHUM has escaped Gotham 
and fled north to Boston where he became the 
chief editor of The New Englander, a regional 
business publication recently acquired by 
Yankee, Inc. , Dublin, N.H., publishers of 
Yankee. Brad will be living in Needham, Mass. 
ROSS HALL spent six months of last year 
doing dialect research in Germany under a grant 
from the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung. He 
sailed home on the "Aleksandr Pushkin" and 
reports that it was a most enjoyable ride. Ross 
returned in September for a final year at the 
University of Rochester, then on to a new 
position at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill . The Halls are expecting their 
second child in June. 
ADAM MOTI's new address is Route 1, Box 
98, fairplay, Maryland 21733. 
FRANK CUMMINGS has settl ed in 
Barrington, Rhode Island and is dOing cancer 
research as an instructor in medical science at 
Brown University's Division of Biological and 
Medical Sciences and a member of the 
' !:.- Department of Medicine at Roger Williams 
General Hospital in Providence. Frank and his 
wife, Rosalie, have 2 sons: Todd Cluistopher, 
born July 2, 1970 and Timothy Ward, born 
September 7, 1972. The Cummings ask ·that 
any friends in the area give them a call. 
HENRY FARNUM and his new wife, 
Priscilla, are living at 141 East 89th Street, New 
York, New York 10028. 
THE REV. RALPH WARREN has a new 
address : 1088 Park Ave. , New York, New York 
10021. 
Fred Metcalf is now living at 1833 Pine No. 
2, Eureka, Cal. 95501. He is assistant professor 
of psychology at California State University, 
,_ Arcata. Fred is also training students to work 
on suicide crisis-intervention services in 
Humboldt County. 
In January, TOM LLOYD left the 
Department of Limnology at the Academy of 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia and joined a 
small consulting firm - Natural and Historic 
Resource Assoc. 
JOHN KRAFT is the vice president, 
production, Nicrocoy Co. and vice president , 
Penstaco Inc. John is married and has two sons, 
John and Peter. He reports that he has seen 
Pete and DREW MEEHAN who are living in 
Pittsburgh . 
63 Mr. W. James Tozer, Jr. 4 7 E. 87 th St. , 3-A New York , NY 10028 
EDWARD RAFF has been reassigned as 
assistant vice president and manager of 
Hartford National Bank and Trust's Atlantic 
Street Office in Stamford, Connecticut. He is 
presently assistant vice president and manager 
of the bank's Bishops Corner office in West 
Hartford. He is treasurer of the Child and 
Family Services of Connecticut Horse Show, 
and a director of the West Hartford Chamber of 
Commerce. He and his family will relocate in 
Stamford. 
RAY HUTCH is the founder and president 
of Western New York Tim e-Sharing Service in 
Ro ch est e r , New York, which provides a 
consulting and computer service to customers 
in the areas fro m Syracuse to Buffalo , New 
York. Ray and his wife, Erika , who have been 
married for nine years , have two children, a 
four year old girl named Kristina and a three 
year old boy named Erik. 
DAVID WICKS ventures capital for A & 
Beelher which just formed a partnership to 
finance CATV operators and has more than $30 
million to invest. David's new address is 1170 
Fifth Ave., New York, New York. 
THEODORE SCULL is teaching at St. 
Bernard's School in New York City, grades 
5-6-7-8-9 . Since June, 1972, he has been head 
of social studies department. 
WILLIAM HOWLAND is a member of the 
Board of Trustees of Family and Children's 
Society and the Vail Deane School (Annual 
Giving chairman). He was also runner up in the 
New Jersey Invitational Squash Tournament 
Class C Consolation. William was made account 
manager, Fib ers Sales Allied Chemical 
Corporation in September 1972. He has three 
children, Bill, M'Liz, and Polly . 
PERRY RAINHARD's address is 201 
Inwood Ave., Montclair , New Jersey 07043. 
GARY KNISELY is president, Tarrytown 
Conference Center in Tarrytown, New York. 
Gary also reports that BOB PERRIN has just 
joined Merrill, Lynch in Palm Beach, Florida. 
DANIEL R. ROMANOS is married and has 
two children and has just completed service 
with the U.S. Navy . He plans to begin the 
practice of general psychiatry in Torrington, 
Connecticut in May, 1973. 
ALFRED FAXON moved in March 1972 to 
Tenby Chase, Delran, New Jersey. He is a 
lawyer-director in the Mt. Holly , New Jersey 
law firm of Hartman, Schlesinger, Schlosser & 
Faxon, a professional corporation. Alfred has 
been practicing Jaw in Mt. Holly since 1966 and 
is serving his fourth year as secretary of the 
Burlington County Bar Association. He is also 
first lieutenant, USAFR assigned to 903 MAGp, 
McGuire AFB, New Jersey. 
CHARLES MCGILL is assistant to EVP of 
Consumer Products and Services Group, W.R. 
Grace and Co. Charles' first child, Amy Crean, 
was born last October. His address is 45 
Sagamore Road, Bronxville, N.Y. 
64 Mr. Beverly N. Coiner !50 Katherine Court San Antonio , TX 78209 
JEFFREY CHANDOR is a trust officer in 
the investment department and portfolio 
manager at the National Newark Essex Bank, 
Newark, New Jersey. 
MICHAEL BOYLE is a member of the 
Rocky Hill Town Council and the recipient of 
the Jaycee Distinguished Service Award. 
Michael has a new son born on October 24, 
1972 and Jives at 420 Old Main Street, Rocky 
Hill, Connecticut 06067. 
MIKE HElD is a newscaster, Mutual Radio 
Network and theater reviews for CBS Radio 
Stations. 
DONALD CIMILLUCA is currently working 
as a management consultant in Stamford, 
Connecticut, and Jiving in Rockland County , 
New York. 
RICHARD HALLOWELL traveled to the 
USSR to visit soviet schools during late 
November and early December. He visited 
Moscow, Leningrad and Novosibirsk (in Siberia) 
and observed classes at all levels from day care 
to college. 
ROBERT PECK received his Ph. D. in 
organic chemistry in 1967 and retired in 1973. 
His address is Hix Route, Hinton, West Virginia 
25951. 
Since last June, JOHN FENRICH has been 
an associate with the law firm of Hanson, 
O'Brien, Birney, Stickle & Butler, Washington, 
D.C. He is residing in Alexandria, Va. and has 
two children, Alicia and John III. 
Capt. HARRY PRATT, USAF, is now Jiving 
at 13134 Pavilion Lane, Fairfax, Va. 22030, 
with his wife, Linda, and their 14-month old 
twin daughters, Kathryn and Rosslyn. Harry is 
assigned to the War Gaming Agency of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Pentagon. 
BERTRAM FEINGOLD, M.D. is currently 
enrolled in the University of Rochester School 
of Medicine Orthopedic Residency Program, 
finishing his first year. He lives with his wife 
Betty, and their son and daughter at 137 
Shelbourne Road, Rochester, New York 14620. 
JOHN M. HELDT and his wife, Diana, have 
a new address: 96 West Hartsdale Ave., 
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530. 
65 Mr·. David J. Graybill 2803 Brightwood Ave. Nashville, TN 3 7212 
THOMAS GARSON was promoted last 
summer to president - Branded Division, of 
Lovable Co. This was part of a corporate 
reorganization which saw the creation of four 
separate divisions operating within the parent 
corporation. Thomas reports that there is much 
responsibility , but that he enjoys the work and 
challenge. He has moved to 7 Henry Street, 
Rye, New York, and finds the . suburbs a 
welcome change of pace from New York City. 
JAMES KAGEN is currently deputy 
commissioner in the New York City Addiction 
Services Agency. He reports that they are 
making more progress than the press leads one 
to believe with some 52,000 people in 
treatment in New York City. 
During the summer 6f 1972, JOSEPH 
MOORE was made director of social services of 
Collage Hall, a New York City shelter for 
teenage girls. He was remarried to Tamara 
Engel, who is also a social worker in New York 
City. 
JOHN CLEMENT is chairman of the English 
Department and director of boys athletics at 
the Montgomery Country Day School in 
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania. John also teaches 
7th and 8th grade English and 7th grade 
history. His wife, Jill, teaches 2nd grade at the 
same school. 
CHARLES COOPER has just received his 
PhD in clinical pyschology from the University 
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. He will remain 
in North Carolina where he will be working 
with Human Resource Consultants, a private 
consulting firm in Chapel Hill. He reports that 
he "remains a moderately confirmed bachelor." 
DAVID JARMAN has been promoted to 
assistant vice president, Bankers Trust 
Company, Credit Analysis and Investigation 
Department, New York, New York. 
LOUIS ROGOW finishes his residency in 
radiology and radiothera12y in June, 1973 and 
. will join the staff of the section of radiotherapy 
of the Department of Radiology of New York 
Medical College in July as an instructor in 
radiology. 
MARK JOSEPHSON, M.D., his wife, Joan, 
and their three-year-old Rachel are awaiting a 
second child, due in October. Mark has just 
completed two years or cardiology research in 
the U.S.P.H.S. Hospital, Staten Island, New 
York and has a two year cardiology fellowship 
at the University of Pennsylvania in 
Philadelphia beginning in July. 
FREDERICK POLLARD is assistant to the 
president, National Publishers Service Inc., 
3 801 Kennett Pike, Wilmington, Delaware 
19807. His new home is at 3701 Centreville 
Road, Greenville, Delaware 19807. 
After receiving his MBA from Harvard 
Business School in June, 1972, JOHN 
ELLWOOD has moved to Baltimore where he is 
employed as an investment counselor at T. 
Rowe Price Assoc. 
ANDREW KOEPPEL lives at 20 East Drive, 
Garden City, New York 11530. 
DONALD KOLB has been working since 
November of last year for Social Security 
Administration in Baltimore as an employee 
development specialist, primarily in methods 
and media area. He is building a home in 
Aberdeen, Md. and is planning to remarry in 
April. 
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CHARLES MCCLURE is employed as 
director of education and public relations for 
the Isaac W. Bernheim Foundation of 
Louisville, Ky . He lives, with his wife, Joanne, 
at 505 Chenoweth Lane, Louisville, Ky . 40207. 
FRANK VINCENT has been promoted to 
national sales manager, Fox-Wells & Co ., Inc., 
Finished Goods Division . 
CHRISTOPHER DUNHAM was recently 
elected vice president, W. E. Hutton and Co., 
investment brokers. He has two children, 
Charlotte and Eleanor, who he hopes will 
attend Trinity someday! Christopher's address 
is 206 Washington Lane, Ft. Washington, Pa. 
19034. 
RONALD G. WORSLEY's address is Box 
7315, Atlanta, Georgia 30309. 
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Another one of our classmates has moved to 
the great state of California. WALLY 
HARRIMAN is Jiving in central Los Angeles at 
245 S. Plymouth Boulevard. As soon as I get a 
hold of him, I'll let you know what he's doing. 
In addition, I learned that Lt. KEN WRIGHT is 
stationed further south in El Cajon and that 
PENN HUGHES has moved from Berkeley to 
318 Portland Street in Oakland. 
BILL PASTORE recently came to stay in 
Los Angeles for several months on business for 
Ernst and Ernst. He reports that his brother 
BILL PAS TORE has left San Francisco to work 
with the Lindsay Administration in New York. 
Also in New York City is DOUG CUSHMAN 
who's Jiving at 627 W. 113th Street and is 
working on his masters in creative writing at 
CCNY. To get this information I had to call 
Doug's father in Highland Park, Illinois. He told 
me that Doug doesn ' t have a telephone, that he 
(his father) even offered to pay for it, but Doug 
simple "didn't want to be bothered." 
CHARLES HECKSCHER, his wife, Susan, 
and their daughter, Lela, came back to this 
country in October after having been stationed 
in Okinawa. They are now located in Enid, 
Oklahoma, at Vance AFB . Charlie's gotten, 
according to his wife, his "dream come true" 
having entered pilot training there. 
BOB EBINGER reports that PETER 
HENDERSON has moved from Washington, 
D.C. to South America. Pete Jives with his wife 
and two children in Guayaquil, Equador, and 
works for International Bank. His address is 
Apartado 5885 in Guayaquil . 
GIL CAMPBELL and his wife, Marriett, have 
moved to Boston where he has taken a position 
as an investment analyst with New England Life 
Insurance Co . Gil 's work involves being 
assistant portfolio manager for industrial 
private placement investments in moderate 
sized businesses. Outside work, his chief 
interests include youth programs in the 
Mormon Church, skiing and sailing. BRANDON 
MACOMBER, LT. USN, Supply Corps, has a 
new home. His address is: 514 Dinwiddie Ct., 
Chesapeake, Va. 23320. 
I'm going to be reporting from Washington, 
D.C. for the next several months where I'll be 
working on a housing task force for HUD. If 
you live in the Capitol area - be prepared for a 
telephone call. 
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STEPHEN PETERS is a captain in the U.S . 
Air Force, stationed in Adana, Turkey . The 
Peters have a new baby, Benjamin, born on 
September 10, 1972. 
After leaving Trinity, JOHN W. COOK 
worked for National Bank and Trust Co. of 
Norwich and attended State University of New 
York at Oneonta. He returned to banking and is 
now assistant vice president and manager of the 
Grand Gorge Office of National Bank and Trust 
Co. of Norwich, Grand Gorge, New York 
12434. John and his wife, Carol, have three 
children: John 6, Julie 3, and Amy 1. 
STEPHEN WADWORTH received his A.B. in 
architecture from Pratt in June 1971 and was 
married the same week. He is now living in a 
brownstone in Brooklyn and working towards 
architectural licensing. 
KEITH MILES is working as director of the 
evaluation management Unit of the Governor's 
Justice Commission in Harrisburg, Pa. 
PHILIP PENNINGTON is living in Hershey, 
Pennsylvania, while completing hospital 
administration residency at Harrisburg Hospital, 
Harrisburg, Penna. Philip 's residency is part of a 
program leading to master of health care 
ad ministration at George Washington 
University. On May · 29, 1971 he married 
Katharine Saner Pennington, Conn . College '69. 
They are expecting a child in June. 
FRED KELLY is staff attorney for the 
Chesapeake Bay Foundation, a non-profit 
conservation organization dedicated to 
protecting the Chesapeake Bay. Fred's duties 
include a lot of sailing and scuba diving. 
LAWRENCE SLUTSKY graduated in June 
from medical school (Columbia P&S) and is 
presently completing medical internship at Beth 
Israel Hospital, New York City. He was married 
in June 1972 to Helen Reiner, a psychologist in 
New York City. 
PATRICK REDMOND graduated with 
honors from the University of Pennsylvania 
School of Dental Medicine in May, 1972. He is 
now enrolled at Temple University in a 
two-year post doctoral program in 
orthodontics. 
PETER HOFFMAN is living in Tarrytown, 
New York and teaching the 5th and 6th grades 
in Irvington, N.Y. Peter completed his M.A. at 
N.Y.U. in 1969. He also works as an instructor 
of Silva Mind Control in the Danbury, 
Connecticut area. 
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After leaving Connecticut Public Television 
in December, 1972, SMOKEY FORESTER 
spent half a year in San Francisco. Since June, 
he has been at New Jersey Public Broadcasting 
in Trenton doing what he loves most: working 
on public affairs documentaries. Smokey is 
working on contract as a researcher/producer 
and enjoys the work. 
MARK DIBONA is graduating in June from 
N.Y.U. Dental Center and will be serving a year 
internship at the Brookdale Hospital and 
Medical Center in Brooklyn next year. 
After receiving his MBA from University of 
Michigan in December, 1970, WENDELL 
TEWELL married the former Susan Gilbert of 
Charlotte, North Carolina. They are living in 
Manhattan where Wendell is an assistant 
commercial banking officer in the National 
Division of Marine Midland Bank in New York. 
BARRY RICHARDSON is still No. 2 man at 
E-Z Golf Cart Company. He is spending the 
winter in Long Beach, Long Island, although he 
can be reached at his old address: 67 Windsor 
Avenue, Rockville Centre, New York. Barry is 
also making some spending money playing old 
rock and roll at parties and dances and says it 
would be good to hear from old pals. 
JAMES CLAIR completed navy duty as a 
lieutenant in April1972 and entered Columbia 
Graduate School of Business in May. He is 
majoring in accounting and anticipates getting 
his MBA in October 1973. His plans include a 
job in Telecommunications Industry and Law 
School evening study in the N.Y.C. area. 
CARY FRIDY will be graduating from Duke 
Law School in May and has accepted a position 
with the firm of Ballard, Spahr, Andrews and 
Ingersoll in Philadelphia. Carl and his wife, 
Jean, have a daughter one and a half years old. 
RAND GORDON is pursuing his Ph. D. in 
art history at Harvard University's Fogg Art 
Museum. 
DAN BATTLES has been married for three 
and a half years to the former Bonnie Dekin 
from Skidmore College. The Battles have a 
daughter, Haven, who is almost 2 years old. 
HARRY OSBORNE graduated from the 
George Washington University Law School in 
June 1972. He and his wife, Molly, moved to 
New Jersey in August where Harry passed the 
bar exam and was admitted to the bar. He is 
serving as law clerk for the assignment judge of 
the Superior Court in Union County. Molly is 
working toward a masters in French literature 
at Rutgers. 
WILLIAM WIGHT is working at Solomon 
Brothers in New York as an industrial bond 
trader. William and his wife have a three year 
old son, "very smart, attractive and witty." The 
Wights live in a "vine covered cottage" in New 
Jersey. 
JOEL GOLDFRANK was promoted to vice 
p.Le.sident of ....Eastdjl Real_ty in November. 
Eastdil is the real estate investment banking 
aff"iliate of Blyth, Eastman Dillian and Co. 
JAMES TYLER was married to Lorraine A. 
Darrettta, Rosemont '71, on December 23, 
19 7 2 in Charlotteville, Virginia. Rainie is 
getting her masters in speech pathology at the 
University of Virginia in June. James will clerk 
for Young, Conaway, Stargatt and Taylor of 
Wilmington, Delaware, and will then return to 
Charlottesville for his third year of law school 
in the fall. 
MICHAEL KARP is in his final year at the 
University of New York at Buffalo. 
DEWITT BARLOW will graduate from 
Columbia University's School of Engineering 
and Applied Science with his M.S. degree in 
Civil Engineering in May. He then plans to work 
for Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Company. 
WILLIAM MACLACHLAN will receive his 
MBA from Cornell Business School this May 
and then move to Chicago where he will be 
working in investment research for First 
National Bank of Chicago. 
PETER CHICK is living in Dedham, Mass. 
with his wife and three children. Peter was 
recently promoted to administrative vice 
president of The Boston Corporation of Mind 
Dynamics International. Libby, Stephen, Amy, 
and Timothy Chick send their regards to the 
class of '69. 
ARNOLD MALTZ is now at Northwestern 
working for a M.S. in transportation. He then 
plans to return back West. 
CHRISTOPHER ADAMS has been accepted 
at Tuck School of Business for the fall term and 
hopes to be released from the Navy in time to 
attend. Chris reports that he saw KEELEY 
COSTELLO '68 at Clark AB, Phillipines during 
"Operation Homecoming." 
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After completing the first year in the 
masters of regional planning in Harvard 
University, WILLIAM LAWRENCE is taking a 
year's leave of absence with the Environmental 
Protection Agency in Washington. At the 
present time, he is a special consultant on land 
use to the Office of Planning and Evaluation. 
He hopes to be back in Cambridge in the 1all to 
complete a degree in environmental systems. 
PAUL HERRON attended Naval Officer 
Candidate School in Newport, Rhode Island 
after graduation from Trinity and is presently 
stationed in Mayport, Florida where he is 
operations officer on the destroyer tender USS 
YOSEMITE (AD-19). He and his wife, Laurel, 
reside in nearby Ponte Vedra Beach. 
STEVENSON RICHARDSON will complete 
his third year in the Peace Corps in August, 
1973. He is working in Micronesia. 
On February 24, 1973 RICHARD WYLAND 
was ordained deacon in the Episcopal Church 
by the Bishop of Rochester in New York City. 
JOHN HELSDON and his wife, Barbara, are 
residing in Albany, New York. Barbara teaches 
3rd grade and John is doing graduate work in 
atmospheric science at the State University of 
New York at Albany. He is presently working 
on his master's thesis which involves the 
analysis of lighting channel diameters. Upon its 
completion, John will begin work on his Ph.D. 
which will involve computer modeling of 
thunderstorms and their electrical behavior. 
LARRY HAWKINS is working at the Mellon 
Bank in Pittsburgh in the Research Department 
- Trust Department. His new address is 616 
Olive Street, Pittsburgh, Penna. 15 23 7 
J.W. HOBSON will graduate from Virginia 
Theological Seminary on May 24, and expects 
to be ordained May 26 to Diaconate. He will 
begin work at Trinity Church, Washington, Va. 
on July 1, 1973. 
ALBERT HUMPHREY and his wife, the 
former Sheila A. Wadsworth, Conn. College '71, 
are living at Bryn Mawr College as dorm 
counselors while he attends medical school at 
the University of Penn. 
DAVID SADA Y ASU attended Indiana 
University during the fall term of 1970, 
working towards a master's degree in Latin 
American studies. However, he was drafted and 
spent the next 21-odd months in a Pershing 
missile battalion at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma and then 
in Heilbronn, Germany. David was separated 
three months early to accept employment in a 
freight forwarding firm in New York City. He is 
now working at the Cornell University Medical 
College Library in New York City in the 
Periodicals Department. He intends to attend 
business school in the fall of 1973 to work 
towards a master's degree in business 
administration. 
PETER BRINCKERHOFF was married in 
September and is living in West New York, New 
Jersey. After getting his M.S. in broadcasting, 
Peter is working at WOR-TV in New York 
(Channel 9). 
HARRY BAETJER was married to Caryl 
Mickenfelder in March 20, 1971. He is now 
teaching at Tower Hill School in Wilmington, 
Delaware. 
HOWARD JAMES is now in his second year 
at the University of Pennsylvania Law School in 
Philadelphia. He will be working in Hartford 
this summer for the firm of Day, Berry and 
Howard. 
GCEN~GAMBER !sa gratluateftm!errt' irr 
journalism at Syracuse University. 
CURTIS SHAW was recently selected as 
graduate of the year from Columbia chapter of 
Phi Delta Phi (international legal fraternity). 
He will receive his J.D. from Columbia Law 
School in May. He is associate editor of 
Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problems 
and will start work in July at Mudge, Rose, 
Guturie, Alexander, and Mitchell in New York. 
ANDREW SHAW is in his second year of law 
school at Rutgers in Newark and doing income 
tax returns part time. He reports that his wife, 
Elizabeth, expects a baby in about two years 
after they have moved out of the city. He also 
reports that he saw BILL DAIBER '70 and 
heard that ERNIE MATTER and his wife are in 
close touch with Jack Anderson, the columnist. 
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JOHN REALE js working as an account 
exective with the investment fum of Merrill, 
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith. 
ARTHUR J. ROSS, M.D. is finishing his 
second year of Medical School at Case Western 
Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. 
LAWRENCE BRUCKNER is attending 
William and Mary Law School. 
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ANTHONY TRANQUILLO was married to 
Anne Marie Cello in June of last year, and they 
are living in Southington, Connecticut where he 
works for the town's Sanitation Department as 
an engineer. 
STEVE "WIDDLER" LARRABEE plans to 
marry Elizabeth Winpenny Lawson in June, and 
then spend a short time abroad before returning 
to Bronxville, New Y9rk. 
JERRY ROWE will marry Jane Colombo in 
Vermont. 
BRIAN KUNZ, married to Corin Mucha, is 
attending Dental School at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
CYNDIE GOULD and her hUsband, Steve 
Welcher, will be teaching English to middle 
schoolers in Korea for two years. 
PETER WITTMAN is working in marketing 
for Champion International, Champion Papers 
Division. He plans a spring wedding with 
MARGARET SCOTT, who graduated from 
Philadelphia's Paralegal Institute and is now 
working for Cravath, Swaine, and Moore law 
firm in New York. 
As fate would have it, GENE STAMELL has 
no promotion, no job, no home, no wife, and 
no children. He is asking anyone concerned to 
please donate a few bucks to his cause. 
CHARLES BELKNAP and his wife, Joan, 
live in Alexandria, Virginia where Charlie 
attends the Virginia Theological Seminary. 
TOM ROBINSON has a Ro ckefeller 
Fellowship at Episcopal Theological School in 
Cambridge. He is also teaching English at 
Browne and Nichols School just for fun. 
BARBARA BASS is now a program assistant 
for the Connecticut Air Conservation 
Committee of the Tuberculosis and Respiratory 
Disease Association. 
ALAN PATRIGNANI will enter the 
S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo Dental School this coming 
fall. 
DEREK MANSELL is studying 
anthropology at the University of the Americas 
in Cholula, Mexico. 
Since graduation, DOUGLAS LAKE has 
been in the executive training program in the 
corporate bank of First National City Bank in 
New York, training to be a corporate lending 
officer. 
LARRY GRAVES wants everyone to 
know that he is alive and well and surviving the 
Ph.D. program in math at Brown University. 
PHIL NELSON and DUNBAR 
LIVINGSTON have spent the last nine months 
of their lives exploring the Bahama Islands in 
their 30-foot sloop, Gull. In their travels they 
met JOHN KILEY who was sailing to Jamaica 
and then to the West Coast of the U.S. on his 
31-foot ketch, Josepha. The crew of the Gull 
plan to return to Boston in June as their 
endeavors to reach the West Indies were 
thwarted by heavy winds, seas, and a lack of 
guts. The crew of Josepha continues to sail, 
however. 
BARBARA OSTROW will receive her 
master's degree in music history from the 
University of Michigan in 1974. 
CHIEF KUBICEK is enjoying a new position 
baking Zen bread in Outerspace. Stopping in 
now and then to taste the rising product are 
Frank Mercury, the inter-galactic space guitar 
man, and the first space children, Jubilation 
Shooting Star and Mercury, Jr. Have a nice trip, 
Chief. 
JOHN KIRSHON is working for the 
Associated Press in New York City. After six 
months as a newsfeature writer and editor, he 
has been promoted to script-writer for the 
Documentary Film Department. His new 
IN MEMORY 
FREDERICK EDWARD HASLER, HON. 1957 
Frederick E. Hasler, prominent New York 
City banker, died in Washington Depot, 
Connecticut March 12. He leaves his wife, Mrs. 
Marguerite Isabel Messent; three daughters, Mrs. 
Audrey Chesney, Mrs. Howard Bird, Jr., and 
Mrs. Marjorie Ewing; a brother, Richard; and a 
sister, Mrs. Edith Miller. 
Born February 27, 1882 in Wethersfield, 
Essex, England, he came to this country in 
1901 and found work as a ship broker. In 1909 
he formed what became Hasler Brothers, ship 
operators and coal exporters. Elected vice 
president of the Bank of America in 1923, he 
became president of International Trust 
Company and later chairman of the executive 
committee of Continental Bank and Trust 
Company. 
In 1957 Trinity awarded Mr. Hasler the 
honorary degree of Laws. 
Mr. Hasler had many Latin-American 
interests and aided on many self-help programs 
in South America as well in the West Indies. He 
was active in the Haitian American Association, 
The Pan American Society, the Inter-American 
Literary Foundation and the American Council 
for Cultural Popular Action. For several years 
he served as senior warden of Trinity Church, 
New York City and as a trustee of Cornell 
University. 
PAUL AARON ROMANOV, 1928 
Dr. Paul Romanov, who practiced dentistry 
in Hartford for many years, died April 15 at 
Mt. Sinai Hospital, Hartford. He leaves two 
daughters, Marlin and Roberta, and a sister, 
Mrs. Morris Stuppel. 
B'orn February 15, 1906 in Kiev, Russia, a 
son of Jacob Romanov, he came to this country 
in 1913 and was graduated from Hartford 
Public High School befeire entering Trinity in 
1924. He was valedictorian at both institutipns .. 
After receiving his medical degree from the 
University of Pennsylvania School of Dentistry, 
he opened his own office in Hartford. During 
World War II, he spent two years in Brazil as a 
captain in the medical corps. 
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address is: 227 E. 83 Street, New York, New 
York 10028 
BAYARD FIECHTER reports that his new 
address is: 7811 Huron Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19118 
CHARLES SHAW teaches grades 5-8 at 
Malcolm Gordon School, a boarding school for 
30 boys in Garrison, New York. 
WALTER YOUNG is completing his first 
year of dental school at SUNY at Buffalo. 
ALVA GARNES was ordained as a minister 
in January, 1973. 
JOHN GOULD is working on his master's in 
business administration at the University of Va. 
in Charlottesville, Va. He has two children, 
John, III, age 2'1z, and Rebecca, age 14 months. 
John, his wife, Brenda, and their children live at 
9-B4 Copeley Hill in Charlottesville, Va. 
MASTERS NEWS NOTES 
ROBERT M. BISHOP M.A. '55 has been 
promoted to senior vice president, to head 
Regulation and Surveillance, of the New York 
Stock Exchange. 
Dr. JAMES M. PARK M.A. '68 has been 
appointed to dean of Bennett College. Professor 
Park taught at the Millbrook School prior to 
joining the English Department at Bennett five 
years ago. 
BRUNO E. BAGNASCHI M.A. '72, 
marketing analyst for the Needle Division of 
the Torrington Company, has accepted the 
19 7 3-74 Community Chest campaign 
chairmanship. 
HENRY H. PIERCE, JR. M.A. '64, president 
of the Union Trust Company, has resigned from 
the Board of Police Commissioners. 
MARY LOU SMITH THIBEAULT, M.A. 
'63, teacher of English at Manchester High 
School (Conn.) for six years and later a member 
of the Manchester Community College faculty 
has bee!) appointed acting director of the 
counseling center and executive assistant in the 
president's office at Hartford College for 
Women. 
C. NORTEN COE, M.A. '40, is dean of 
Graduate Studies and special assistant to the 
president at Monmouth College, West Long 
Branch, New Jersey 07726 . 
RICHARD LOVELAND, M.A. '57, is leaving 
Montclair, New Jersey in July after nine years 
as headmaster of Kimberley School. He will be 
headmaster of Crystal Springs School in 
Hillsborough, near San Francisco, California. 
EILEEN KRAUS M.A. '65 has been elected 
president of the Junior League of Hartford, Inc. 
" Dr. Roin'a~o~ lived i;:t'stamford"7collli.' !lft!i? 
the war, and moved to Hartford when he 
retired in 196 3. 
PETER FLAVIAN DEVAUX, 1948, M.A. 1957 
Peter F. DeVaux, who had taught in 
Hartford for 27 years, died at Hartford Hospital 
March 14. He leaves his wife, Mrs. Grace 
Hendron DeVaux; a son, Peter; and a sister, 
Miss Alice DeVaux. 
Born May 30, 1919 in Montreal, Canada, a 
son of Orysha Flavian DeVaux, he prepared for 
college at Bulkeley High School in Hartford. 
During World War II, he served three years in 
the Air Corps. 
In recent years he was on the teaching staff 
at the Naylor School in Hartford. He received 
his masters degree from Trinity in 1957. 
RUDOLPH VALENTINO LA MOTTA, 1949 
Dr. Rudolph V. LaMotta, director of 
research laboratories at Hartford Hospital, died 
April 17 at the hospital. He leaves his wife, the 
former Miss Helen Elizabeth Daley; a son, 
Joseph R.j and four daughters, Anne Marie, 
Marianne, Ellen and Amy. 
Born November 6, 1925 in Springfield, 
Mass., a son of Joseph G. LaMotta and Mary T. 
LaMotta, he prepared for college at Bulkeley 
High School in Hartford. He was graduated 
with honors in chemistry in 1949, and was a 
member of Phi Beta Kappa and Pi Gamma Mu. 
Receiving his medical degree in 1953 from the 
Yale University School of Medicine, he interned 
at Hartford Hospital as weU as doing l1is 
residency there. He practiced internal medicme 
since 1957, and became director of medical 
research at Hartford Hospital in 1963. 
During World War II, he served three y .u:s in 
the U.S . Army's Security and Intelligence 
Division. 
Dr. LaMotta was author of many 
publications on internal medicine. He served as 
associate physician in the department of 
medicine at Hartford Hospital, chairman of the 
Research Operating and Animal Facilities 
Committee and chairman of the subcommittee 
for revision of the Hartford Hospital 
Formulary. 
SYDNEY D. PINNEY '18 
Sydney D. Pinney '18 died April 23 at 
Hartford Hospital. Mr. Pinney's obituary 




A Roundup of Spring Varsity Sports 
FAST BREAK - Trin sophomore Dave Lewis ( 6) moves by an Amherst defenseman as 
teammates Chris Mooney (25) and John Westermann (19) look on. Lewis pumped in 
the winning goal in the Bantams 6-S double overtime victory over the Lord Jeffs. 
Varsity Crew Victorious 
Trinity's varsity heavyweight crew has 
rowed to victory in three of four regattas 
this spring to establish the Bantams as 
one of the premier small college crews in 
the nation. 
Captain Rick Ricci of Pleasant Valley, 
New York has led the 1973 squad to a 
10-1 record thus far this season. In the 
future, the Bants are working for a third 
New England Championship in five years 
and the Dad Vail Regatta on May 12 in 
Philadelphia. 
Ricci and a three-year member of the 
fir~ . t boat, Dave Brown of Chagrin Falls, 
O'tio, captured the Pair Without 
C.Jxswain title at last June's National 
J ntercollegiate Championships. 
Brown is a returning vet along with 
Malcoim Poole and Curtis Jordan while 
,- Ed Berghausen, Phil Wendler, and Paul 
Gryska are part of a fine crop of 
sophomore oarsmen. Junior Charlie 
Putnam of Dedham, Mass. is this year's 
stroke while the coxswain is soph Harold 
Anderson. 
The Bants opened the 1973 season 
with a three boat sweep of Wesleyan's 
heavyweights in the Fred Emerson 
Trophy Regatta. The varsity and 
freshman stroked to 45-second victories 
while the junior varsity crossed the finish 
""" line 25 seconds ahead of the Cardinal 
crew. 
The University of Massachusetts took 
all three races the following Saturday in 
the Mason-Downs Cup. U. Mass jumped 
out in front of Trinity and Ithaca at the 
start of the varsity race and maintained a 
comfortable lead throughout the contest. 
A strong closing sprint by the Bantams 
narrowed the winners' lead but still left 
enough for a decisive two-length victory. 
0 n the same day, Trin's varsity 
lightweights broke into the win column 
with a victory over Mt. Hermon School 
(Mass.). 
Still smarting from their defeat, 
Trinity traveled to Ohio the following 
Saturday to engage Marietta College and 
Morris Harvey of West Virginia. Marietta 
had placed third behind Coast Guard and 
Rollins in last spring's Dad Vail Regatta 
so the race provided Trin with its second 
major test in as many weeks against the 
nation's top small college eights. 
The varsity jumped into the lead at the 
: start and was never headed in scoring a 
three-length victory. Coach Graf later 
'.commented that, "We learned a lot from 
9ur loss against U. Mass and we put 
everything together today." 
The President's Cup, hosted by Marist 
College, confirmed Grafs observation as 
Trinity stroked past some of the best 
crews in the East to take a one-length 
victory over runner-up St. Joseph's. 
Trailing in order were Temple, Marist, 
Worcester Tech, Manhattan, and Holy 
Cross. 
Trinity's varsity baseball team has suffered through unusually cold weather, 
monsoon-like rainstorms, and a few snowflakes this spring- not to mention some 
terrible hitting-but has still managed a 4-3 record for the first half of the season. 
The Bants relied on a strong pitching 
staff which boasts a combined 2.29 
earned run average to offset a team 
batting average of .200. Colchester, 
Conn.'s John Suroviak is the club's 
premier hurler with a 1.12 ERA and has a 
one-hitter over Coast Guard as well as a 
3-2 decision against Wesleyan to his 
credit. 
The only two consistent hitters on the 
squad have been juniors Rick Hall (.538) 
of Pleasantville, New York and West 
Hartford's Bill Scully (.333). 
Coach Robie Shults and his charges 
have "made a living" off of Wesleyan and 
Coast Guard who they have defeated 
three straight times. Losses have come 
against Hartford (7-1), Williams (5-3), and 
a 3-2 heartbreaker to Amherst. 
LACROSSE 
When the season started, Coach Chet 
McPhee was optimistic of erasing the 
memory of last year's 2-8 record because 
of a sizable group of returning starters 
and sophomores. 
The preseason's optimism evaporated, 
however, as the laxmen lost their first 
two encounters to Tufts (5-3) and Holy 
Cross (I 2-9). 
The Bants carried an 0-2 mark into a 
contest with perennially tough Amherst 
but emerged with a 6-5 double overtime 
victory with the winning goal pumped in 
by soph midfielder Dave Lewis of South 
Hadley, Mass. 
The win revived McPhee's troops who 
have subsequently defeated Fairfield 
University (19-2), U. of Rhode Island 
( 1 0-3) and MIT (8-7) while losing to 
undefeated Bowdoin 11-5. 
Soph attackman Nick Bensley is far 
and away the team's top scorer - he 
currently ranks second in New 
England-with 23 goals and four assists in 
just seven games. West Hartford's Chr~~ 
Mooney has contributed nine goals and 
assisted on three others. 
At the other end of the field, a strong 
defense which has allowed only five goals 
per game is led by junior defenseman Rip 
Lincoln of Villanova, Pa. 
TRACK 
Although the track team ended a two 
year victory drought with a 105-49 
opening day win over Middlebury, the big 
news from the cinders is junior sprinter 
Ron Duckett. 
The Philadelphia speedster recently 
shattered the College's 100 yd. dash 
record with a 9.6 clocking in a triangular 
meet with Coast Guard and host 
Amherst. It's been some twenty-six years 
since Joe Piligian '47 hurtled down the 
straightaway to set the former mark of 
9.7 seconds. Duckett also holds the 220 
mark (21.6) which he set two years ago as 
a freshman. 
Senior Captain Ed Raws of Yardley, 
Pa. is closing in on several field event 
records. In his first competition of the 
year, Raws took top honors in the shot 
put, discus, and hammer throw. 
TENNIS 
The varsity tennis team finally got on 
the winning side of the ledger after three 
straight losses with a 5-4 victory over 
MIT. The Bants have dropped early 
season matches to Yale (9-0), Amherst 
(7-2J, and Springfield (5-4). 
Senior co-captain George Sutherland 
and Mark Williams have enjoyed the 
greatest success in singles play with 3-1 
marks while co-captain Jeff Harris of 
Cincinnati, Ohio is currently holding 
down the number one spot. 
In 3 Out of 4 Regattas 
HEAVE HO - Varsity heavyweight coxswain Haroid Anderson is about to hit the 
chilly waters of the Connecticut River for the traditional "victory swim" after the 
Bants scored a nine length victory over Wesleyan in the Fred Emerson Trophy Regatta 
held April 7. 
A severe wind and rainstorm made the 
2,000 meter Hudson River course rough 
going in the junior varisty and freshman 
races. The latter was swamped after 
leading the field for 500 meters and was 
later joined by the Marist frosh at the 
1,000 meter mark. Crews from Worcester 
Tech and Holy Cross were the only 
contestants able to plow through the 
entire course. 
The junior varsity eight carried a foot 
of water in the shell but still managed a 
third place finish behind Worcester Tech 
and Temple. 
Trin's only other victory of the day 
came when a Pair Without Coxswain of 
sophs Milt Marder and Tom Goldberg 
outdistanced a duo from Manhattan 
College by 30 seconds with a Marist pair 
almost a minute to the rear. 
Inspite of the squad's bad luck, Trinity 
placed second in the Regatta's overall 
standings behind WPI and Marist. 
